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IMAGENES DE EJEMPLO:
1.- Description of the host group
a)  Name of the Research Group and priority lines:
Modelo CV
FIS
Normal.dot
jmperezo@isciii.es
2
29/08/2008 9:21:00
02/02/2011 9:53:00
02/02/2011 9:53:00
3
4
303
1802
4
ISCIII
139264
228
127
1982
02/02/2011 9:53:00
b) Present structure of the Research Group, please start by the Group Leader and include for each member:
Name:
Role within the group (Leader, senior researcher, junior researcher, collaborating clinical researcher, post-doctoral employee, pre-doctoral employee, technician, pre-doctoral fellow):
Starting date:
Source of the contract/fellowship funding, if appropiate:
c) Funded research projects of the Research Group during the period 2009-2016. Please list them starting from the most recent.
Project title:
Principal Investigator:
Funding Agency:
Funding (thousand euros):
Duration (funding period):
Contract/project file:
d) Transfer activity of the group. Description of patents, license agreement and economic return.
Comments (please state which item they refer to)         (Maximum 10 lines)        
2.- Appropriateness and motivation of the applicant. Please state the applicant's specific training in relation with the proposal: internship in the business sector, please indicate the company, starting and end dates; student record; and other achievements.
3.- Interest of the proposal for the AES
a) Provisional Title and objectives of the thesis project:
3.- Interest of the proposal for the AES
b) Schedule, activities description and tutors (2 pages):    
3.- Interest of the proposal for the AES
c) Technological transfer potential (2 pages):    
3.- Interest of the proposal for the AES
d) Applicant's expected outcome (planned date for thesis reading, expected scientific and transfer results, employability plan):    
4.- Brief description of the company and its activity in relation with the proposal. Please also include the company's experience, tutor's name, position and collaboration experience with the healthcare, technological or innovation sector. (2 pages)
5.- Future relationship plan between the company and the Health Research Institute. Expected benefits for both organizations.  (2 pages)
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